3. How do we handle grant proposals – what is the role of the IRB?
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Does a Principal Investigator (PI) need to
apply for IRB review of a grant-funded
project that involves research if...

...a funder requests
IRB review prior to
submission.
Yes.

...a faculty or staff member plans
to serve as a research lead (the principal
investigator - PI) on a grant in partnership
with another institution that involves
research with people (human subjects).
Yes.

...a Valencia College
grant is funded and includes an
evaluator who will be collecting
data that involves research with
people (human subjects).

...a faculty or staff member
is not the PI, but is conducting
research with human subjects at the
college as part of a grant-funded
project with another college or as a
subcontractor.
No, however….

Yes.

The PI from Valencia should submit an IRB application. Keep in mind
there is typically a two-week turn around time once all documents are
submitted, so plan ahead. If minor changes are made afterwards there
is a form to amend the application. If the proposed research changes
substantially, then the application should be resubmitted. Note: If UCF
is one of the partners and the research is taking place on the
Downtown Campus, please talk to Valencia’s IRB Chair.

 The researcher should still take the
“Key Questions Checklist” online to
determine if his or her research
activities need IRB review.
 An IRB application does not have
to be submitted by the Principal
Investigator (PI) for a grant proposal
unless it involves research with
people (human subjects) or the
funder requires it.

Note:
 The Institutional Review Board (IRB) does not provide access to the college for external researchers. It does not approve the use of data
for the purpose of contacting students, faculty, or staff members. This is also true for the Institutional Research (IR) Office. The
supervisor (gatekeeper / sponsor) who signs off on the project has responsibility for the researcher. The supervisor / gatekeeper /
sponsor is the person who grants or secures the permissions for the researcher; he or she signs the IRB application form.

